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Corrections
GENETICS. For the article ‘‘Blocking histone deacetylation in
Arabidopsis induces pleiotropic effects on plant gene regulation
and development’’ by Lu Tian and Z. Jeffrey Chen, which
appeared in number 1, January 2, 2001, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
USA (98, 200–205; First Published December 26, 2000; 10.1073y
pnas.011347998), the authors note the following. In Fig. 2 and
the legend, yeast RPD3 has 433 amino acids, not 201 as
indicated. On page 201, right column, paragraph 4 in Results, the
statement that the C terminus of the AtHD1 is specific to
multicellular organisms is incorrect.
www.pnas.orgycgiydoiy10.1073ypnas.151255798
GENETICS. For the article ‘‘Developmental abnormalities and
epimutations associated with DNA hypomethylation mutations’’
by Tetsuji Kakutani, Jeffrey A. Jeddeloh, Susan K. Flowers,
Kyoko Munakata, and Eric J. Richards, which appeared in
number 22, October 29, 1996, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (93,
12406–12411), the authors note that the mutant allele used in
experiments in Figs. 1 and 4 and Table 1 was ddm1-1, not
ddm1-2.
www.pnas.orgycgiydoiy10.1073ypnas.151255998
IMMUNOLOGY. For the article ‘‘Comparative assessment of viru-
lence of recombinant vaccinia viruses expressing IL-2 and IL-15
in immunodeficient mice’’ by Liyanage P. Perera, Carolyn K.
Goldman, and Thomas A. Waldmann, which appeared in
number 9, April 24, 2001, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (98,
5146 –5151; First Published April 10, 2001; 10.1073y
pnas.081080298), the authors note the following printer’s error.
On page 5147, right column, second paragraph, line 8, the word
‘‘secretary’’ should read ‘‘secretory.’’
www.pnas.orgycgiydoiy10.1073ypnas.151251198
MEDICAL SCIENCES. For the article ‘‘Anandamide and diet: Inclu-
sion of dietary arachidonate and docosahexaenoate leads to
increased brain levels of the corresponding N-acylethanolamines
in piglets’’ by Alvin Berger, Gayle Crozier, Tiziana Bisogno,
Paolo Cavaliere, Sheila Innis, and Vincenzo Di Marzo, which
appeared in number 11, May 22, 2001, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
USA (98, 6402–6406; First Published May 15, 2001; 10.1073y
pnas.101119098), the authors note the following. On page 6404,
right column, 4 lines from bottom, ‘‘pmolymg brain lipid extract’’
should read ‘‘pmolyg wet weight of brain tissue.’’
www.pnas.orgycgiydoiy10.1073ypnas.151255898
MICROBIOLOGY. For the article ‘‘Isolation of peptide aptamers that
inhibit intracellular processes’’ by Jonathan H. Blum, Simon L.
Dove, Ann Hochschild, and John J. Mekalanos, which appeared
in number 5, February 29, 2000, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA
(97, 2241–2246; First Published February 25, 2000; 10.1073/
pnas.040573397), the authors note that the following citation
should appear where work is cited on the use of peptide aptamers
to inhibit signaling pathways in yeast: Geyer, C. R., Colman-
Lerner, A. & Brent, R. (1999) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 96,
8567–8572.
www.pnas.orgycgiydoiy10.1073ypnas.151255698
NEUROBIOLOGY. For the article ‘‘Activation-dependent changes in
receptor distribution and dendritic morphology in hippocampal
neurons expressing P2X2-green fluorescent protein receptors’’
by Baljit S. Khakh, W. Bryan Smith, Chi-Sung Chiu, Donghong
Ju, Norman Davidson, and Henry A. Lester, which appeared
in number 9, April 24, 2001, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA
(98, 5288–5293; First Published April 10, 2001; 10.1073y
pnas.081089198), due to a printer’s error, Baljit Khakh’s e-mail
was incorrectly listed as bsk@mrc-lmb.com.ac.uk. It should be
bsk@mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk.
www.pnas.orgycgiydoiy10.1073ypnas.151255598
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